
Creators of Mixcraft as well as sound 
libraries and CD label creation software.

Wireless page-turning units  
for mobile devices.

Creators of the industry-standard  
Auto-Tune, as well as vocal &  

modeling plug-ins.

High quality audio interfaces  
for Mac and iOS devices.

Encompassing Sibelius and Pro 
Tools, Avid provides industry-leading 

technology products in education, 
recording, video and live sound.

 
Designs and manufactures microphones 

for live, studio, and desktop markets.

Cre8 Audio provides a Eurorack line 
of modular synthesizers which are 

affordable and easy to integrate into 
your productions and performances.

EastWest Sounds is the #1 developer 
of virtual (software) instruments in 
the world. Hal Leonard offers EDU 

downloadable codes.

Cloud Microphones manufactures  
signal booster microphones  

including Cloudlifter mic activators.

Etymotic Research designs products 
that enhance the listening experience 
of musicians with innovative earplugs 

and earphones.

Makes a line of innovative and 
affordable acoustical treatment 
products for any music space.

Manufacturer of iOS device  
accessories and audio connectivity.

Protect your gear with quality cases  
and carts for audio technology 

equipment from Grundorf.

Hamilton Stands is a leading  
manufacturer of quality stands for  

sheet music and wind instruments. 

Manufactures iConnect products, the 
world’s first audio and MIDI interface 

to support multiple iOS/PC/Mac 
computers at the same time.

Hardware and software manufacturer that 
specializes in guitar modeling, sample 

libraries, and mobile device accessories.

Hardware manufacturer that specializes 
in controllers and accessories.

Manufacturer of music technology 
products, including guitars, amplifiers, 

effects, recording interfaces, live  
sound and wireless products.

MAGIX offers user-friendly multimedia 
software including Samplitude and 

recently acquired from Sony – SoundForge, 
Acid, SpectraLayers, and Vegas.

MXL is a leading manufacturer of 
professional microphones for the music 
recording, broadcast, post production,  

and live sound markets. 

Online music notation application  
that allows the creation and  
sharing of any composition.

Developers of educational software, including 
the popular practice tool Band-in-a-Box.

Industry-leading manufacturer of music 
production tools that include audio 

interfaces, preamps, speakers, mixers 
and the flagship DAW StudioOne.

One of the world’s leading makers  
of music creation software  

Reason and ReCycle.

Rising Software’s flagship ear-training 
and music theory programs, Auralia and 
Musition, are considered class leading.

Samson is an industry leader in 
professional audio solutions including 
mics, monitors, controllers, live sound, 

wireless systems and accessories.

Makers of the LoFReQ sub kick mic 
and MidFreq mic.

Software developer of recording and 
mastering programs Cubase and 
Wavelab as well as interfaces and 

recording bundles.

Audio gear for the studio and live markets.
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iZotope develops 
professional audio software  

for recording, mixing, broadcast,  
sound design, and mastering.

 

Audient is a British company known 
for producing professional audio 

equipment including consoles and 
audio interfaces

Legendary audio company that 
manufactures industry-standard 

handheld digital recorders, mixer/
interface/recording consoles and more.

Warm Audio manufactures popular 
coveted pro audio equipment 

including: microphone preamplifiers, 
compressors, equalizers and 

microphones.
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